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INTRODUCTIONAND SUMMARY
This study,was directed toward defining the high-altitude limitations (termed
small-earth limitations) of the advancedhorizon sensor for the Orbiting Geophysical
Observatory (A-OGO)being developedby AdvancedTechnology Division (ATD) of
American-Standard for NASA/GoddardSpaceFlight Center under Contract NAS5-9109.
In this document, small-earth limitation refers to the extreme nonlinearity in
the three-tracker modeof attitude-angle calculation whenthe earth disk subtendsa small
angle. It will be shownthat a satellite altitude greater than 80,000 nautical miles, for
which the earth is 4.76 degrees in diameter, results in a reliable maximum three-
tracker pitch-attitude angle calculation of only 1 degree. At this point, because of the
geometry of the calculation, the tracking-check logic breaks track if the horizon tem-
perature is less than 214°K.
The purpose of this study was to take into account the effects of the finite field of
view of the infrared beam, the dc offset, and the horizon temperature on the tracking
point of the small-earth disk. Small-earth climatic variations and their effects on
horizon-tracking elevation angles were excluded from the study.
The maximum value of the sensor-calculated attitude angle (worst case, zero roll)
of the A-OGO horizon sensor system was determined as a function of pitch for several
different sets of conditions. A digital-computer program was used to determine the
actual small-earth limitations of the sensor.
I. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM
A. General
The A-OGO horizon sensor utilizes either three or four trackers, located in each
quadrant in azimuth about the satellite, to obtain pitch- and roll-attitude information.
Each tracker measures the elevation angle from the yaw axis of the satellite (vehicle)
to the earth's infrared horizon in a "vertical" plane. The tracker scan planes are
defined by the yaw, pitch, and roll axes of the satellite (see Figure 1-1). Any three of
the four trackers will provide pitch- and roll-attitude information, which the satellite
computes from individual tracker elevation angles.
Assume utilization of trackers A, C, and D. Figure 1-2a shows the vehicle in a
normal flight attitude, where pitch and roll are zero. The roll angle is derived from the
algebraic difference between the elevation angles o_a and _c' which are obtained from
trackers A and C, respectively. The pitch angle is computed from the following equation.
¢ s (pitch) = ½ (% + _c) - ryd .
The pitch calculation relies on the fact that, at low altitude, the average of _a and _c is
very nearly equal to the angle subtended by the radius of the earth disk.
Figure 1-2b shows the displacement with a pitch-up attitude angle. It is obvious
that the values of angles _a and o_c at a pitch attitude will be less than those at a null
attitude. The average of these two angles is now less than the angle subtended by the
radius of the earth disk. Therefore, the sensor-calculated pitch angle is different from
the actual pitch angle. The error in the sensor calculation is more extensive at higher
altitudes where a small amount of satellite tilt has a much greater effect on O_aand _c'
The above situation applies to any three-tracker attitude calculation of pitch or
roll. The sensor error is a result of the geometry of the earth and the spacecraft and
is common to all sensors of this general type, whether of radiant-balance, conical, or
edge-tracking design. This study shows the extent of errors introduced in the com-
putation as a function of satellite altitude and how the errors are affected by the optical
field of view (FOV) of the sensor.
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B. Geometrical Definition of Problem
In this report, pitch and roll angles are treated in terms of a projection onto a
Cartesian plane representing the earth disk. It is therefore necessary to describe
briefly the accuracy of the angles on the plane. The Cartesian plane is an approxima-
tion for a spherical surface of radius L on which spherical trigonometry, or matrix
algebra, accurately describes resultant angles in terms of pitch and roll. Refer to
Figure 1-3. The distance R is the radius of the circle on the plane whose diameter
(chord) is defined equal to _), the angle (arc) subtended by the earth disk, as viewed
from the satellite.
Consider the projection of the satellite Z-axis (yaw axis) onto the plane when there
is a pitch angle. If, as illustrated in Figure 1-3, ¢ is the angular deviation (or pitch-
error angle) of the Z-axis from nadir, its projection onto the plane is denoted by the
distance _. Since the right triangles of bases R and • have a common side,
(I) = R tan
tan ½ 0
For convenience, distance R is defined equal in degrees to the angle ½ 0. The exact
transformation of pitch angle ¢ to the distance ¢ on the plane is then
¢= R tan¢
tan R
The plane of the paper in Figure 1-3 is the plane of pitch displacement when
there is no roll. In this plane, it is evident from the definition of R that a horizon
tracker operating in the pitch plane measures an elevation angle, _, given by _ = R - ¢.
Any Pythagorean relationships of projections on the plane must be related to the
angle ¢ by the transformation equation for _. Therefore, a horizon elevation angle
in the roll plane, _r' when there is a small pitch angle will have a projection, A r, on
the Cartesian plane (see Figure 1-4) given by
Ar2=R 2_ _2=R 2 1- tan2R]
When the satellite altitude is greater than 50,000 nautical miles (nmi), where R
equals approximately 3.7 degrees and the pitch angle is not larger than 2 degrees, the
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above expression for • will not differ by more than 0. 002 degree from the result
obtained if it is simplified by approximating each tangent by its angle. Thus,
!
A ___/R 2 _ ¢2
r
The exact inverse transformation from A to _ is obtained from the right
r r
triangle defined by the segment A and the satellite position above the plane of
r
Figure 1-4. From this triangle,
A
r
sins =--
r L '
where L is the length of the tangent line in Figure 1-3 in degrees with the same scale
factor between degrees and nautical miles that exists for R in the Cartesian plane.
Also, from Figure 1-3,
R
sin _ e --_ = sin R
Eliminating L gives the exact expression for (_ :
r
0l = arc sin
r
1 - tan2 @ sin R
tan 2 R
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the simplified Pythagorean expression for
the small-earth application, comparative calculations of _r and A are given for ¢ equalsr
2 degrees and R equals 3.7 degrees:
(2 °, 3.7") = 3. 1135"
r
A _- 3.72- 22 =3.1129"
r
Since the small-earth study deals with altitudes above 50,000 nmi (R equals 3.7
degrees) and pitch angles of 2 degrees or less, the error in using the simplified
expression for A to represent the actual horizon elevation angle in the roll plane (_r)r
will be less than 0. 0006 degree. Consequently, all further discussion of the small earth
will be in terms of angles 4, and A on the Cartesian plane. To simplify the terminology,
r
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the notation of upper-case symbols for the Cartesian-plane distances will be discon-
tinued and the angles ¢ and _ will be used interchangeably with the Cartesian-plane
r
projections, (I) and A .
r
In order to describe the small-earth limitations of the A-OGO sensor, it is
convenient to describe first the geometry of the attitude calculation for a three-tracker
system based on very high optical resolution, i.e., virtually zero instantaneous FOV
and zero dc offset. The operation of such a system is described in terms of the angles
defined in Figure 1-5. Assume an orientation such that a pitch-up attitude error dis-
places the Z-axis outward in the direction of the scan plane of tracker D. For the
small earth, this results in displacement of the scan planes of trackers A and C to the
position illustrated by the line A'C' in Figure 1-5.
A' and C' planes is then
_/ ¢2'= R 2 _
r
The measured elevation angle in the
The sensor-calculated pitch angle, Cs'
_c' and _d of trackers A, C, and D, respectively, is given by
obtained from the horizon elevation angles _a'
Cs--½ (% +%)-%
From Figure 1-5, it is evident that
( JCs=(_r-(R-¢)=¢ - R- R 2 ¢
When R is much larger than ¢, the cross coupling is weak and
2
i/L_
Cs ¢-2R
2
If, for example, R is twenty times ¢, the error (the ¢ term above) is only 2.5% of¢
and the nonlinearity of C s is small. However, when ¢ and R are of the same order of
magnitude, the nonlinearity of Cs becomes very considerable. At 80,000 nmi, R equals
2.38 degrees and the expression for Cs becomes
Cs = ¢- 2.38- 5.6644-¢2
-- 4
¢D' D
---_p
A T
A
SYSTEM OPERATION WITH SMALL EARTH
FIGURE 1-5
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The abovefunction is plotted in Figure 1-6 for ¢ in the range -2 degrees to
+2degrees and is labeled as a theoretical function since the actual sensor-calculated
function with finite FOV is somewhatcloser to the straight line. It is evident from
Figure 1-6 that the nonlinearity of the theoretical Cs is so severe for the 4.76-degree-
diameter earth that it goes through a maximum of 0.99 degreeat ¢ equals 1.68 degrees.
This theoretical maximum value of the sensor-calculated pitch angle for a three-tracker
system illustrates but does not accurately describe the small-earth limitation of the
A- OGO.
By differentiation, it can be seenthat the theoretical expression for Csas a para-
metric function of R goesthrough a maximum at a value of ¢ equals R/_-2 . The value of
the theoretical maximum is
= R (_r_ - 1)¢s max
Since the average radius of the 15-micron radiative atmospheric shell is approximately
25 nmi above mean sea level (MSL), the radiusR is related to the MSL orbital altitude, H:
3440 + 25
sin R -
H + 3440
Therefore, the theoretical value of Cs max as a function of altitude is
3465
Cs max = 0.41421 arc sin H + 3440
Table 1-I gives the theoretical values of Cs max for several different altitudes.
The true maxima of Cs are somewhat larger due to the finite FOV. Nevertheless, the
table gives an approximate (conservative) indication of the small-earth limitation of the
maximum pitch-angle calculation for a three-tracker A-OGO system.
The situation just described, in which there is a pitch displacement but no roll
displacement of the vehicle yaw axis, represents the worst case for the small-earth
limitation of Cs" This can be proven by the geometry of Figure 1-5, which shows a roll
angle, p, in addition to the pitch angle. In this case, tracker D would measure an
elevation angle given by the following expression:
_d (p) = R_I - (p/R) 2b - ¢
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TABLE 1-I
THEORETICAL VALUES OF MAXIMUM PITCH-ANGLE CALCULATION
THREE-TRACKER A-OGOSENSORSYSTEM
Orbital Altitude, H Radius, R
(nmi) (degrees)
50,000 3.72
55,000 3.40
60,000 3.13
65,000 2.90
70,000 2.70
75,000 2.53
80,000 2.38
85,000 2.25
Pitch Angle, ¢
(degrees)
2 63
2 40
2 21
2 05
1.91
1.79
1.68
1.59
Theoretical Maximum Pitch Angle, C s max
(degrees)
1.54
1 41
1
1
1
1
0
0
31
20
12
O5
99
93
Since the meanof the measuredelevation angles in the A' and C' planes (see Figure 1-5)
remain the same(_r' the sensor-calculated pitch angle is
Cs (P)=¢ + R2-¢2 _ R 1- (p/R) 2
For a fixed pitch angle, it canbe seenthat the minimum value of Cs(p) occurs
whenp equals zero.
What has so far been described as a pitch-error angle represents, relative to the
A-OGO small-earth limitation, either of the sensor-calculated error angles(pitch or roll)
derived from the analogformula
½(% + %) - %
This clarification is assumed in succeeding sections.
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II. COMPUTERPROGRAMS
A. Horizon-Convolution Program
At orbital altitudes greater than 50,000 nmi, the earth disk and the instantaneous
FOV are comparable in angular size. Therefore, the shape of the radiant profile of the
earth as "seen" by the A-OGO sensor is strongly dependent on the exact size of the FOV.
The effective shape of the radiant profile must be determined by performing a convolu-
tion of the real earth profile with the optical FOV. This convolution is a sequence of
two-dimensional (surface) integrations that, for practical purposes, can be done only
with a digital computer.
The geometry of the terms used in the convolution are illustrated in Figure 2-1a.
The radiant profile of the earth has circular symmetry and is defined in terms of the
cylindrical coordinates @1' 81, and Ze. The earth radiance, Z e, is normalized to
unity at its plateau; @1 and e1 are the polar coordinates on the disk. The x,y coordinates
(in degrees) centered on the earth disk define the basic Cartesian coordinate system.
The dither plane of trackers A and C is displaced by angle ¢ from nadir and is therefore
defined by y = ¢. The instantaneous elevation angle of the optical-FOV center ("look" angle)
in the dither (roll) plane is a D.
The optical FOV also has circular symmetry and is defined in the cylindrical
coordinates @2' 02' and Zf. The FOV response, Zf, is normalized to unity at @2 equals
zero. Since the convolution is actually performed in Cartesian coordinates, it is
convenient to define u and v as the axes of another Cartesian system centered on the
polar origin of the FOV. The darkened area of intersection in Figure 2-1 represents
an instantaneous convolution.
The relative earth radiance, Z e, used for the 15-micron radiative earth disk is
also illustrated in Figure 2-lb. The earth radiant profile as a function of geocentric
altitude, h, is based on Hanel's calculations, which show the knee of the limb at
approximately 25 km above MSL and the point of 99% transparency at approximately
70 km. Because of the very small angle subtended by this gradient when seen from
altitudes greater than 50,000 nmi, the linear approximation in Figure 2-1b is used to
define the earth profile for any horizon temperature. The absolute temperature
R. A. Hanel, et al.,
p 82.
Journal of the Atmospheric Sciences, 2__0,No. 2, March 1963,
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dependence of the earth radiance plateau is accounted for by the calculations described
in section B. The 25- and 70-km altitudes above MSL correspond to geocentric altitudes
of 3453 and 3478 nmi, respectively. Effects such as limb brightening and climatic
variations are obviously ignored by this simple model of the earth profile.
Since the convolution is performed in x,y coordinates, the calculation of relative
earth radiance at a particular point xi,Y j on the earth disk proceeds with
,
2 2
_lij= xi +Yj •
The convolution program then converts to the geocentric altitude(h)from the
angular radius (_)lij)by the following approximation, which is quite accurate near the
limb.
3440 lij
h.° _
3440
I] 57.3 arc sin (H + 3440 )
where H is the orbital altitudein nautical miles above MSL. The earth radiance as a
function of altitude,Z (h),is stored in the program as a four-point tabular function,
e
and linear interpolation is used to compute each individualvalue of Z accurate to ten
e
significantdigits (37 binary bits). The polar angle 01 is not used explicitly,because of
circular symmetry. Thus, through these three transformations, the program obtains
Ze (xi'Yj) = Ze (hij)
The instantaneous convolutions are taken at equal increments of the roll-plane
elevation angle (_D). At each position of this angle, the computer convolution consists
of a summation over a square grid of 101 by 101 equally spaced Cartesian points (ui,vj).
The center of this grid, spaced so thatits corner points form a square 4 degrees on
each side, is located at the center of the FOV, which is the point xk = (_Dk' Ym = ¢m'
where k and m are the roll-plane elevation-angle and pitch-angle indices, respectively.
The optical-response profile of the A-OGO FOV is illustratedin Figure 2-2.
Numerical values of the response (Zf) for 21 points at 0.1-degree increments along the
@2-axis were tabulated for the program. The FOV response values at intermediate points
in the i,j grid were computed by linear interpolationaccurate to ten significantdigits.
The polar angle 02 is not used explicitly,because of circular symmetry.
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The convolution begins by computing
v.q)2ij 2 + 2= ui ]
and by interpolation from the 21-point tabular FOV function:
Zfi j = Zf (_2ij) .
The u, v coordinates are then transformed to x, y coordinates by
Xki = C_Dk + u.1
and
Ym = + v.j Cm ]
As described earlier, the earth radiance is computed as
Zekmi j = Z e (Xki, Ymj ) •
The convolution integral is then defined as
+2¢ m _Dk +2
Cm -2 C_)k-2
Zf (¢_D¢ ) Ze (x,y) dx dy
and is calculated as
101 101
2
Ckm = AxAy _ _ Zfi j Zekmi j degrees
i j
where, because all angles are treated as equal to their projection onto the small-earth
disk, Au.,Av. are equal to Ax,Ay and are factored out of the summation. Hence, the
1 ]
convolution program actually computes
Ckm
Skm - Lkx A y grid-area elements.
Since the 101 by 101 grid pattern has grid points spaced at 0.04-degree intervals,
the effective square area of the grid is 4.04 degrees by 4.04 degrees. However, the
2-3
tabular FOV response is zero for any grid point (center of an elemental grid area)
outside a 2-degree radius. The effective summation area of the grid is therefore a
circle 4.04 degrees in diameter. The number of grid-area elements associated with
the 4.04-degree-diameter circle is
n_ x (101) 2 = 8011.85 grid-area elements.
4
The solid angle, _ , associated with the 4.04-degree-diameter circle is
c
C
= 2Y(1 - cos 2.02 °)
-3
= 3. 905 x 10 steradian.
Therefore, the optical response, _km' in steradians, of each individual FOV con-
volution with the small-earth disk (normalized to unit radiance) is
e
_km- 8011.85 Skm
101 101
= 4.874 × 10 .7 _ _ Zfi j Zekli j
i j
The convolutions of the optical FOV with the normalized earth radiance were
computed by the above summation with qD at intervals of 0.2 degree and with ¢ at
intervals of 1/3 degree. The results of the convolution for H = 80,000 nmi are tabulated
in Table 2-I, where the index k has been dropped from _D" The data in the table are
stored in the horizon-gradient tracking program as tabular functions. Computer
interpolation is then used to obtain _ ((_D) as a continuous function equivalent to _km"
Each column of Table 2-I represents the FOV-convolved normalized earth radiance in
the indicated scan plane, where the index m is represented by the pitch-angle heading
of each column. These FOV-convolved profiles are plotted in Figure 2-3.
It can be seen from Table 2-I that _ (_D) levels off to a plateau value of
3.885 x 10 -4 steradian for small roll angles in the zero- and 1/3-degree pitch planes.
At these angles, the entire FOV has crossed over the gradient of the earth disk. Since
the earth radiance was normalized to unity in the convolution, the effective solid angle
2-4
Roll-Plane
Elevation
TABLE 2-I
OPTICAL FOV-CONVOLVED NORMALIZED EARTH RADIANCE
AT 80,000 NMI FOR 14.0-15.9/_ BANDPASS
Instantaneous Convolution, _2((_D) x 104 steradian
Pitch Angle, ¢, of Scan Plane
Angle, _D
(degrees)
0.0
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
1.1
1.3
1.5
1.7
1.9
2.1
2.3
2.5
2.7
2.9
3.1
3.3
5.5
3.7
3.9
4.1
4.3
4.5
(degrees)
0 1/3 2/3 1 4/3 5/3
3.8849 3.8849 3.8819 3.8734 3.8524 3.7500
3.8849 3.8849 3.8817 3.8732 3.5819 3,7475
3.8849 3.8846 3.8807 3.8717 3.8486 3.7271
3.8840 3.8829 3.8784 3.8682 3.8411 3,6771
3,8813 3.8799 3.8745 3.8619 3.8251 3.5789
3.8767 3.8748 3.8681 3.8509 3.7879 3.4057
3.8691 3.8665 3.8567 3.8293 3.6912 3.0490
3.8552 3,8512 3.8347 3.7687 3.4793 2.7634
3.8266 3.8167 3.7681 3.5858 3.0184 2,3141
3.7161 3.6830 3.5469 3.2055 2.6080 1.8081
3.3937 3.3226 3.0886 2.6512 2.0287 1.2929
2.7997 2.7139 2.4517 2.0090 1,4311 0.80567
2.1065 2.0186 1.7632 1.3596 0.87295 0.41026
1.3734 1.3002 1,0905 0.77263 0.42354 0,16013
0.75509 0.69804 0.54391 0.33540 0.15290 0.055515
0.29060 0.26315 0.19037 0.10629 0.049695 0.024574
0.086759 0.077701 0.056363 0.035670 0.021910 0.012874
0.028953 0.027091 0.022382 0.016568 0.011099 0,006734
0.013830 0.013064 0.011006 0.008317 0.005623 0.003343
0.006564 0.006221 0.005268 0.003956 0,002586 0.001389
0.003022 0,002844 0.002337 0.001658 0,000936 0.000329
0.001040 0.000949 0.000710 0.000394 0.000105 0.000000
0.000134 0.000081 0.000020 0.000000 0.000000
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000
3.1371
3.1298
3.0696
2. 9417
2.7528
2.4889
2. 1723
1.7910
1.3906
0.97373
0.59989
0.29859
0.12223
0.047354
0.023305
0.012733
0.006984
0.003617
0.001633
0,000479
0.000000
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of the instantaneousFOV is 3.885 × l0 steradian. This value is slightly less than
that given in Appendix A, which was based onearlier approximate calculations.
B. Horizon-Gradient Tracking Program
A digital computer program was developed to simulate the operation of the A-OGO
horizon-gradient tracking system in terms of the transfer functions of the essential
system components. The transfer functions are described in detail in Appendix B.
Figure 2-4 depicts an equivalent circuit of the components and their transfer functions.
The computer program is a modified Runge-Kutta solution of sixteen simultaneous
first-order nonlinear differential equations obtained from the transfer functions.
Nominal circuit values of the A-OGO prototype electronics were used in calculating
the numerical constants of all transfer functions except for the bolometer and the Positor.
For these,measured parameters were used. Thus, the computer program was formulated
to make as realistic a model of the A-OGO horizon tracker as possible.
Rather than incorporate Positor-readout circuitry into the computer program,
perfect linearity of the transducer was assumed. The assumption was justified by the
high degree of typical Positor-readout linearity depicted in Figure 2-5. This linearity
is discussed further in Section IV.
In operation, the computer program employs the convolved earth profile for each
pitch angle (ref. section A) to close the tracking loop from the Positor look angle, e_ou t,
back to the thermistor-bolometer detector, by setting _D equal to _out' the output
variable of the computer program. The input variable is the radiant flux, Win, received
by the thermistor-bolometer detector.
The actual radiant flux incident on the thermistor,,bolometer detector from each
scan plane is computed as a function of the look angle by the following expression:
W.m = En ¢ r A o N (A)" T) O/_D)- ---
Appendix B, originally published in a monthly status report in November 1965, has
not been updated to show minor changes of some circuit values. Figure 2-4 and
Appendix D reflect the updated values.
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where N (AX, T) =
A __
o
E
n
E
r
blackbody radiance of horizon temperature within the filter spectral
bandpass AX,
telescope-aperture area,
= average transmittance over the interval AX of all optical components
(when beam is normal to window) including bolometer relative response
(normalized to unit response at 15 microns),
= relative Irtran-4 window transmittance at a given angle (_r is unity
when beam is normal to window),
= continuous function from Table 2-I.
The spectral response of the A-OGO telescope is described in Appendix B.
Figure B-4 shows the absolute signal spectral response as a function of wavelength.
Planimeter integration of the area under the curve yields 0. 302 micron-em-steradian"
volt per watt. The average response over the 14.0- to 15.9-micron bandpass is therefore
0. 159 cm2-steradian-volt per watt. The absolute value of this mean is based on the
numerical values of 2.3 cm 2 for the clear aperture, 4.0 x 10 -4 steradian for the FOV_
and 375 volts per watt for bolometer responsivity. Therefore, the average transmitta_ice
over the 14.0- to 15.9-micron bandpass is
0. 159
= =0.46
n -4
2.3 x4.0 x 10 x 375
The normal vector to the Irtran-4 window surface corresponds to an elevation
angle of 61 degrees in satellite coordinates. Refer to Table 1-I. It can be seen that at
an orbital altitude of 80,000 nmi, the horizon gradient is at approximately 2 degrees
elevation. Thus, the incident beam is about 59 degrees from the window normal. The
present long-wavelength-bandpass window coating, applied by Optical Coating
Laboratories, Inc., has approximately 86% effective transmittance for normal incidence
and 78% effective transmittance when the beam is 59 degrees from the surface normal.
Therefore, at 59 degrees from the normal, ¢ equals 0.91.r
It should be noted here that the telescope aperture (A o) of the A-OGO prototype is
2
2.2 cm , slightly less than the clear aperture of the telescopes in the engineering model.
The radiant input to the bolometer is therefore
W. = 0. 92092 N(AX, T) _(_D )in
2-6
The bolometer response time, T01 , is 3 milliseconds. In order to provide a
signal responsivity of 375 volts per watt at 20 cps, the bolometer low-frequency
responsivity of the transfer function for e 12/Win must be
J -3) '
2
k01 = 375 1 + (2 rr x 20 x 3 × 10 = 400.7(_ volts/watt.
Thus the transfer function is
e12 k01 e12
W.in 1 + s_'01 0. 92092 N(A X, T) 12(o_D)
which, for convenience in the computer program, was rewritten as
e12 K01
a(ai_ 1 4- S-to1
volts/steradian,
where
K01 = 0. 92092 k01N (_X,T) = 369.07 N (_X,T)
Thus, the bolometer voltage ( el2 ) is calculated as a continuous function of the instantaneous
look angle (a D) via interpolation of the tabular function from Table 2-I. As mentioned
before, the program tracking loop is closed by setting (_D equal to CXout.
The computer program used horizon-radiance temperatures of 207°K and 2140K.
The numerical values for K01 were computed from the above expression, using the
spectral bandpass of 14.0 to 15.9 microns.
and
Thus,
and
-4
N(14.0-15.9 _, 207°K) = 2.90x 10
-4
N(14.0-15.9 bL, 214°K) = 3.38 x 10
-4
K01 (207°K) = 369.07 x 2.90 x 10
-4
K01 (214°K) = 369.07 x 3.38 x 10
watt/c m 2- ste radian
2
watt/cm - ste radian
= 1. 0703 x 10 -1 volt/steradian
= 1.2475 x 10-1 volt/steradian
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The initial conditions of the computer program are that the bistable Schmitt
trigger is in the downward driving state and the look angle of the Positor mirror is
above the horizon. Thus, the normal sequence of search mode to horizon acquisition
is followed. After the Positor dithers through eleven complete cycles on the horizon,
a time average, F (¢), of the optical look angle of the Positor is then computed over the
twelfth and thirteenth cycles. This time average defines the horizon edge-tracking
angle on each particular FOV-convolved horizon profile and is the computer equivalent
of the analog horizon elevation angle measured by the A-OGO tracker readout.
A technical description of the actual horizon-gradient tracking program requires
elaborate and lengthy definitions and explanations. Therefore, an explicit description
of the program is not included in this section. A detailed program statement, in
FORTRAN terminology, is presented in Appendix C. The numerical values for the
various circuit constants and the initial conditions are given in Appendix D.
Some difficulties were encountered while first checking out the computer program.
The integration time interval (dither step in Appendix D), in seconds, was initially
2 exp-13, which proved to be too coarse. In the final program, the integration time
interval is 2 exp-15.
The signal-amplifier gain of each A-OGO tracker is matched empirically to the
responsivity of each individual bolometer. This is accomplished in the laboratory by
adjusting resistor R23 {see Figure 2-4) until the minimum peak-to-peak signal has the
proper relation to the Schmitt-trigger differential and the tracking-check levels. These
criteria are that the worst-case peak-to-peak input signal of the Schmitt trigger from a
simulated 200°K horizon temperature is three times the differential between the two
trigger levels, V 1 and V 2, at the Schmitt input, which are plus and minus 0.16 volt.
Therefore, the worst-case 200°K signal at the Schmitt-trigger input should be 0.96 volt
peak to peak, which also corresponds to the signal level of the tracking-check threshold.
Analogously, a trial and error procedure was followed in determining the proper
circuit value of R23 for the computer program. By assuming a nominal bolometer
responsivity of 375 volts per watt at a frequency of 20 cps, the correct program value
for R23 was found to be approximately 166.4 K ohms. The circuit values in Appendix D
were used to calculate, from the transfer functions, the voltage gains of the preamplifier,
signal-amplifier (in its linear range), and Schmitt-trigger input circuits at a 19-cps
frequency:
2-8
E12
Preamplifier gain = _ _ 475
el2
E22
Signal-amplifier gain - E
12
= 41C
E
32 1
Schmitt-trigger input gain -
E22 8.84
The program values for the Schmitt-trigger levels (Vj and V2) at E32 (output of
the Schmitt-trigger input circuit) are plus and minus 0.16 volt, respectively. The
Zener voltage, V Z, in the program was adjusted so the Zeners in the signal-amplifier
feedback loop would begin clipping at a level corresponding to 0.96 volt peak to peak at
the Schmitt-trigger input.
The drive-amplifier dc offset, which provides 0.2-degree space bias (see
Appendix E), was accounted for by assigning asymmetric values to the Schmitt-trigger
binary-output levels, ES1 and ES2. In the computer program, a dc offset of -0.28 volt
is superimposed on the nominal 4-5 volt levels of the Schmitt trigger.
Figures 2-6 through 2-11 show the computer-plotted instantaneous waveshapes of
the tracking-loop signal at several places as well as the actual Positor look angle. These
signals, of 19-cps frequency, are the twelfth dither cycle for a 207°K horizon temperature
from an altitude of 80,000 nmi, with zero pitch and -0.28 volt dc offset in the Schmitt-
trigger output. The abscissa of each function is real time. It is evident from
Figures 2-7 and 2-8 that some differentiation of the bolometer signal occurs because of
the degraded low-frequency response of the circuits. These signals are typical of the
actual tracking-loop signals observed on the oscilloscope in the laboratory.
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III. RESULTSOF HORIZON-GRADIENTTRACKING PROGRAM
The calculated horizon-gradient tracking angles, or measured elevation angles
(_a' (_c' and(_d), are described here as a function of the pitch angle (¢) of the scan
plane of trackers A and C (ref. Figures 1-3 and 1-5). These angles are also a function
of T, AX, H, and de-offset voltage. However, for simplicity, the measured elevation
angles are designatedby
and
=_ = F(¢)
a c
a d = F (0°) - ¢ ,
where F (¢) is the computer-calculated horizon-gradient tracking elevation angle. These
tracking angles and the peak-to-peak tracking signals at the Schmitt-trigger input for an
orbital altitude of 80,000 nmi and the indicated de offset, horizon temperatures, and pitch
angles are shown in Table 3-I.
The tracking angles are also plotted in relation to the earth disk in Figure 3-1.
For convenience, this graph is plotted with the roll-plane elevation angle (dither
direction) as the vertical coordinate. The points are shown in relation to a horizon
defined by the MSL radius, 2. 363 degrees at 80,000 nmi. The calculated points tend to
described the indicated circles until the dither plane is displaced more than 1-1/3 degrees
from nadir. These circles are not concentric with the earth disk. Beyond the
1-1/3 degree point, the tracking points begin to climb above the circles. Because of
this tendency, it could be said that the A-OGO sensor distorts the small-earth disk to a
somewhat square shape. This characteristic has been termed the "square-earth" effect
of sensor operation at high orbital altitudes.
In order to evaluate the coupling between pitch angle and space bias for the small
earth, two tracking-angle calculations were performed with and without dc offset in the
Sehmitt trigger for the zero and 1-2/3 degree pitch planes and a horizon temperature
of 207°K. The tracking data with dc offset in the Schmitt-trigger output are compared
to the data withoutin Table 3-11. This comparison shows that, for the 207°K horizon
temperature, the space-bias angle, A F, increases slightly as the scan plane is
displaced from nadir.
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TABLE 3-I
CALCULATED TRACKING ANGLES, F(_b}, AND
SCHMITT-TRIGGER SIGNALS OF HORIZON-GRADIENT TRACKING PROGRAM
80,000-NMI ORBITAL ALTITUDE
Pitch
Angle,
¢
{degrees)
0
1/3
2/3
1
1-1//3
1-2/3
2
-0.28 Volt DC Offset at Sehmitt-Trigger Output
207°K Horizon Temperature 214°K Horizon Temperature
F(_b)
(degrees}
2. 556
2. 528
2. 455
2. 339
2. 157
1. 904
1. 635
Peak-to-Peak
Schmitt-Trigger
Input
(volts)
1. 060
1.06O
1.059
1. 058
1. 055
0. 921
0. 856
F(qS)
(degrees)
2. 351
2. 327
2. 256
2. 128
1. 938
1. 678
1. 411
Peak-to-Peak
Schmitt-Trigger
Input
(volts)
1. 074
1. 074
1. 074
1. 073
1. 070
1. 066
1. 012
F
F
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TABLE 3-II
COMPARISONOF TRACKING DATA WITH AND WITHOUT DC OFFSET
80,000-NMI ORBITAL ALTITUDE
Pitch
Angle,
¢
(de_rees)
0
1-2/3
207°K Horizon Temperature
Zero DC Offset -0.28 Volt DC Offset
F(_b) Schmitt-Trigger F(_) Schmitt-Trigger
(degrees)
2.35O
1. 679
Input
(volts)
1. 061
1. 045
(degrees)
2.556
1. 904
Input
(volts)
1. 060
0. 921
Space
Bias,
AF
(degrees)
O. 206
O. 225
The square-earth effect tends to improve the linearity of the sensor-calculated
(three-tracker mode) pitch angle described in Section I. This angle, in terms of the
computer-calculated elevation angles, is
Cs = _-(_a +_c ) -_d= ¢ - [F(0 °)- F(¢)]
The sensor-calculated pitch angle is determined from the data in Table 3-I and the above
expression and is listed with the Schmitt-trigger input-signal levels in Table 3-III. The
values of C s from Table 3-II are plotted as continuous functions in Figures 3-2 and 3-3.
The Schmitt-trigger input signal is a very nonlinear function of the pitch angle and
is also plotted as a continuous function in Figure 3-2 for the 207°K horizon temperature.
From this curve, it can be seen that the tracking signal drops to the 0.96-volt tracking-
check threshold at a true pitch angle of 1.61 degrees. At this angle, the calculated
pitch angle is 1.03 degrees, the largest positive calculated pitch angle that can be
generated by a 207°K horizon temperature from an altitude of 80,000 nmi before the
tracking-check circuit interrupts the tracking mode.
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TABLE 3-III
SENSOR-CALCULATEDPITCH ANGLES, ¢ S'
AND PEAK-TO-PEAK SCHMITT-TRIGGER INPUT SIGNALS WITH
-0.28 VOLT DC OFFSET
80,000-NMI ORBITAL ALTITUDE
207°K Horizon Temperature 214°K Horizon Temperature
Pitch Cs Schmitt-Trigger Cs Schmitt-Tr, igger
Angle, Input* Input
¢
(degrees) .(degrees) (volts) (degrees) (volts)
-1 -1. 217 1. 058 -1. 223 1. 073
-2/3 -0. 768 1. 059 -0. 762 1. 074
-1/3 -0.361 1. 060 -0. 357 1. 074
0 0 1. 060 0 1. 074
+1/3 +0.305 1. 060 +0. 309 1. 074
+2/3 +0. 566 1. 059 +0. 572 1. 074
+1 +0. 783 1. 058 +0. 777 1. 073
+1-1/3 +0.934 1. 055 +0.920 1. 070
+1-2/3 +1. 042 0. 921 +0.994 1. 066
+2 +1. 079 0. 856 +1° 060 1. 012
Tracking-check threshold corresponds to 0.96-volt peak-to-peak Schmitt-
trigger input.
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_. CONCLUSIONS
This concluding section considers only two aspects of the small-earth limitation
of the A-OGO sensor as treated under the somewhat idealized conditions of this report:
the summing-amplifier output accuracy and the effects of dc offset relative to the space
bias and the square-earth effect.
A. Summing-Amplifier Output Accuracy
The nominal analog scale factor at the summing-amplifier output is 0. 200 volt
rms (2461 cps) per degree of attitude error. This scale factor is adjusted in the
laboratory to a tolerance of +0. 001 volt rms per degree. The temperature stability
of the summing amplifier is 0.2%, and the long-term drift is estimated as 0.1% or
better. Thus the minimum scale factor, in the worst case, could be 0. 1984 volt rms
per degree, or 0.8% below the nominal.
At the small elevation angles corresponding to an altitude of 80,000 nmi, the
nonlinearity in the Positor readout is +0.03 degree. Therefore, the Positor error in
the calculated pitch angle of the sensor, in the worst case, could be
Cs - ½ (°_a + C_c) - °_d = -0.06 degree .
Using the above data, the 1.03-degree maximum calculated pitch angle of the
A-OGO for a 207°K horizon temperature could be reduced to 0.97 degree by the non-
linearity of the Positor readout. The worst-case scale factor for the summing
amplifier would then yield the following 2461-cps analog signal:
0.97 degree x 0. 1984 volt rms/degree = 0. 192 volt rms.
This value would be the absolute worst-case maximum analog signal for the A-OGO
sensor electronic and logic assembly (SELA) for a 207°K horizon temperature at
80,000 nmi. The analog value of this signal would be 0.96 degree of pitch error.
A similar treatment of the tracking data for the 214°K horizon temperature at
80,000 nmi indicates that a true pitch angle of 2 degrees would provide, in the worst
case, a 2461-cps analog signal of 0.198 volt rms, which corresponds to a 0.99-degree
pitch error. It is obvious from Table 3-III that at a 214°K horizon temperature, a pitch
angle slightly greater than 2 degrees would easily provide an analog signal greater than
1 degree.
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The signals above, 0. 192and 0. 198, represent the average noiseless outputs of
the summing amplifier for the 207°K and 214°K horizon temperatures, respectively.
Superimposed on this output (in the three-tracker mode of attitude calculation} is
typically 5 to 8 millivolts of white noise plus the beat frequencies of the three trackers.
ATD does not have sufficient information to evaluate the effects of post-detection noise
and beat filtering in the SELA. However, it appears that at 2 degrees pitch the 214°K
horizon temperature at 80,000 nmi, with white noise and beat frequencies, has a very
high probability of providing a 1.00-degree analog pitch output signal in the SELA,
which is just enough to fire gas. The 207°K horizon temperature, however, appears to
be marginal in this respect. It is worth repeating that this 207°K worst case represents
pitch error only, with zero roll error. As explained in Section I, a slight roll attitude
will increase the sensor-calculated pitch angle (¢ s} above the values described herein
as the worst case at 80,000 nmi.
B. Space Bias and Square-Earth Effect
A quantitative description of the space bias and the square-earth effect can be
obtained in terms of the computer-calculated tracking angles, F (¢ }, given in Table 3-I.
This effect can be seen by examining the elevation angle of the tracking points with
respect to the best-fitting circle for each horizon temperature.
As illustrated in Figure 3-1, the computer tracking points follow circular arcs
rather closely until the dither plane attains a pitch angle of 1-2/3 degrees. The radii,
R , of these circles, which are concentric neither with each other nor with nadir, are:
e
R
e
R
e
(207°K) = 2.447 degrees.
(214°K) = 2.364 degrees.
The centers of the circles lie on the roll axis at the following angles.
b (207°K) = 0. 105 degree
and
b (214°K) = -0.013 degree,
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where b is the displacement of the center of curvature along the pitch axis. The elevation
angle (roll angle in Figure 3-1) of the intersection of each dither plane with each best-
fitting circle is therefore
e_ = b+lqR 2 _ ¢2'
r e
Thus, the computer-calculated tracking points each have an elevation angle, _?, in the
dither plane (roll direction), referred to their respective best-fitting circles, given by
= F(_) -_
r
The values of (_ and rl are given in Table 4-I for the 207°K and 214°K horizon
r
temperatures. A complete explanation of why 7/ at the 2-degree dither-plane displace-
ment is considerably larger for the 214°K horizon temperature is difficult, at best,
from the limited computer data presented in Section III. Additional computer calcula-
tions with varying dc offsets, horizon temperatures, and horizon-curvature convolutions
would enable a more precise determination of the relative effects of each of these
factors. However, budgetary commitments for this study prohibit further computer
expenditures. Nevertheless, some qualitative conclusions can be drawn from the available
computer data. A brief comment on some properties of the tracking loop is necessary
for clarification of the computer results.
The tracking-loop gain (in the null region) of a horizon edge tracker that dithers
across the horizon is higher when the slope of the FOV-convolved horizon gradient
increases. The exact relationship between all the parameters is difficult to determine.
However, the general behavior of the tracking-loop gain is illustrated by the curves in
Figure 4-1, which show, implicitly, a positive correlation between tracking-loop gain
and horizon-gradient slope.
At 80,000 nmi, with the dither amplitude and the FOV held constant, the convolved
gradient slope in dither planes close to nadir will be proportional to the horizon-
radiance levels. These levels are (ref. Section II. B):
-4
N (207°K) = 3.38 × i0
-4
N (214°K) = 2.90 x 10
watt/cm 2-steradian.
2
watt/cm -steradian.
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TABLE 4-I
SQUARE-EARTHEFFECT FOR -0.28 VOLT DC OFFSET
AT SCHMITT-TRIGGEROUTPUT
207°KHorizon Temperature
(R = 2. 447 degrees)
214°K Horizon Temperature
__ (R = 2. 364 degrees)
_) o_r _ o_r _?
(degrees) (degrees) (degrees) (degrees) (degrees)
0 2. 552 +0. 004 2. 351 +0. 000
1/3 2. 529 -0. 001 2. 327 +0. 000
2/3 2. 459 -0. 004 2. 255 +0. 001
1 2. 338 +0. 001 2. 129 -0. 001
1-1/3 2. 157 +0. 000 1. 939 -0. 001
1-2/3 1. 899 +0. 007 1. 664 +0. 014
2 1. 515 +0. 120 1. 247 +0. 164
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Consequently, the ratio of the convolved average slope of the 214°K horizon tempera-
ture to that of the 207°K horizon temperature, at each pitch angle, is approximately
3.38
--= 1.166 .2.90
If the gain-slope correlation described above is linear, the tracking-loop gain in
the null region with the 214°K horizon temperature could be expected to be approximately
17% greater than that with the 207°K horizon temperature when the dither plane is close
to nadir.
Figure 4-2 illustrates the effect of different tracking-loop gains on the space-bias
angle resulting from a fixed dc offset. If the tracking-loop error function is linear in
the null region, the space-bias angles, AF 1 and AF 2 in Figure 4-2, measured from the
tracking point with zero dc offset would be inversely proportional to the tracking-loop
gains corresponding to the different convolved gradient slopes.
Refer to the data in Table 3-I and Figure 3-1. It is evident that the tracking points
of the 207°K horizon temperature are each approximately 0.2 degree greater than their
counterparts for the 214°K horizon temperature. Thus the computer data appear to be
consistent with the qualitative description above of the inverse relationship between
space-bias angle and horizon temperature.
If a square-root relationship for the tracking-loop gain as a function of the horizon-
gradient slope is assumed, as suggested by the curves in Figure 4-1, the 17% greater
slopes of the 214°K horizon temperature should cause the space-bias angles of the 207°K
horizon temperature to be approximately 8% greater than those of the 214°K horizon
temperature. The data in Tables 3-I and 3-II do not support this conclusion; in fact, the
data suggest an unrealistically high inverse ratio for the space-bias angle of the 207°K
horizon temperature. The reason for this apparent discrepancy is that Figure 4-2 is
incorrect in that it assumes the tracking point with zero dc offset to be invariant with
respect to horizon temperature (gradient slope). Unfortunately, insufficient computer
data are available for examining the magnitude of this variation. Nevertheless, the
available computer data qualitatively establish that some kind of inverse relationship
exists between space-bias angle with constant dc offset and horizon temperature.
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The FOV-convolved horizon profiles illustrated in Figure 2-3 show the gradient
slopes as being nearly identical until the dither plane is displaced by 1-2/3 degrees.
At this point, the slopes decrease progressively. In view of the inverse relationship
between space-bias angle and gradient slope, it would be expected that the space-bias
angle would become progressively larger beyond the 1-2/3 degree dither. This effect,
the square-earth effect, has already been mentioned as being clearly evident in the
computer results illustrated in Figure 3-1. Therefore, the available data appear to
support the hypothesis that the square-earth effect is due mainly to dc offset.
A concise summary of the above effects can be described in terms of a partial
differential equation for F(¢):
_a _r 8_ 1
_F(¢)--SF__T +aF(C}AV +_F{C) AH+\-_--+_-_ A¢DT 8V o 8H
o
where T is the horizon temperature, V is the dc offset, and H is the orbital altitude.
o
All other hardware parameters, such as FOV and spectral bandpass, are assumed to
be constant. Since H was constant for all the computer data in this study, A H is zero.
Thus, no information is available regarding 8 F (¢)/8 H. The last term of the above
equation is essentially described by the data of Table 4-I.
The numerical values of the first two terms of the differential equation above are
given in Table 4-II (ref. Tables 3-I and 3-II). The reference point from which the
increments occur is T = 207°K and V = -0.28 volt. From Table 4-II, it can be con-
o
cluded that the effective small-earth radius is inversely sensitive to horizon tempera-
ture with a fixed dc offset. This is a desirable result since the most serious small-
earth limitation is loss of tracking check before the calculated pitch angle (¢s) of the
sensor attains an analog value of 1.0 degree. Thus, the inverse radius correlation
with temperature helps to improve slightly the linearity of C s for colder horizons. The
data shown in Table 4-II are consistent with the hypothesis that the square-earth effect
is mainly a result of dc offset.
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TABLE 4-II
PARTIAL INCREMENTS OF F(_b) AT 80,000-NMI ORBITAL ALTITUDE
(Reference Point: T = 207°K, V : -0.28 volt)
o
Pitch 0F(0) _)F(_)
Angle, _b ---_T AT _)Vo AV o
(AT = +7°K) (AV o = +0.28 volt)
(degrees) (degrees) (degrees)
0 -0. 205 -0. 206
1-2/3 -0.226 -0.225
APPENDIX A
OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A-OGO TELESCOPE
1. Introduction
The A-OGO telescope optical characteristics, consisting of the filter and lens trans-
mittance and the bolometer responsivity, are described in this appendix. The spectral
response of the tracking signal of the telescope is calculated in terms of the optical
parameters. The following terms are defined for the purpose of signal calculations.
Rb(X ) = spectral responsivity of bolometer (volt/watt).
W(X) = received radiant power density (watt/micron).
The peak-to-peak tracking signal of the bolometer, Vp, can then be calculated by the
following integral.
k2
V = --/ Rb(X ) WQ,) dX
P h I
Several optical parameters of the telescope are defined below.
A = clear aperture area (cm2).
O
t_ = solid angle of field of view (steradian).
Tf(k) = spectral transmittance of filter.
TI(X ) = spectral transmittance of lens.
2
If the source spectral radiance, N(X) in watts/cm -steradian-micron, is given, the
received radiant power density is
W(),) = A f/ N(X)o Tf(),) TI(X )
In order to facilitate the calculation of the bolometer signal for a given source spectral
radiance, it is convenient to define a peak-to-peak signal spectral response, given in
9.
cm -steradian-volt/watt.
S(k) = A no Rb(k) Tf(X) TI(X )
The peak-to-peak tracking signal of the bolometer can then be calculated by the following
integral.
A-1
)_2
V = f S(_.) N(_.) d_.
P h.1
2. Optical Components
a. Filter
The A-OGO filter system consists of three elements: the Irtran-4 window, the
LWP (long-wavelength bandpass) filter, and the NBP (narrow bandpass) filter. The latter
two are interference-filter coatings deposited on germanium substrates. The LWP filter
rejects the short wavelengths of the narrow-bandpass sideband. The Irtran-4 window is
also interference-coated for antireflection at 15 microns and rejects the long wavelengths
of the 2t-micron narrow-bandpass sideband. The combined transmittance of these three
elements in series is illustrated in Figure A-1.
b. Lens
The objective lens of the telescope is a germanium meniscus lens with an effective
focal length of 0. 783 inch, or 19.9 millimeters. This lens is also antireflection-coated and
is stopped down to a clear aperture (Ao) of 2.3 square centimeters. The transmittance of
the lens is shown in Figure A-2.
c. Bolometer
The telescope detector is a germanium hemispherically immersed thermistor
bolometerl The active bolometer-flake area is 0.1 mm x 0.1 ram, but the effective area
(virtual image) is 0.4 mm x 0.4 mm due to the germanium hemisphere. The resulting
field of view, when combined with the objective lens, subtends a solid angle (_ equal to
-4
4.0 × 10 steradian.
The temperature-compensation circuit of the bolometer bias has been changed to
provide a bias lower than that in the engineering model. This change was recommended by
ATD Reliability as a result of the design review on the engineering model and provides
improved temperature compensation that more nearly matches the bias limitation of the
flake. As a result, the bolometer time constant has been increased from 2.0 to 3.5 milli-
seconds to obtain a lower operating bias. The trackers now operate with a nominal bias
of 12 volts per flake at room temperature. Under these conditions, the nominal signal
responsivity of the bolometer is 375 volts per watt at 20 cps and a wavelength of 15 microns.
The bolometer responsivities at 15 microns vary _-60 volts per watt from the nominal value.
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The relative spectral response of bolometer 5525 was measured by the Naval
Ordnance Laboratory (Corona, Calif. ). This spectral response in the 15-micron
region is plotted in Figure A-3.
3. Signal Spectral Response
The foregoing data permit calculation of the signal spectral response, S(X), of the
A-OGO telescope. Use of the product of the spectral functions in Figures A-l, A-2,
and A-3 provides the relative function for S(_.). In order to obtain the absolute value of
this function, the following multiplicative constant is derived, utilizing the 15-micron
responsivity of the bolometer.
-4
Ao _2Rb(15 micron) = 2.3 × 4.0 × 10 × 375
= 0. 345 cm2-steradian-volt/watt .
Multiplying this constant into the above-described product yields the absolute function,
S(_), which is plotted in Figure A-4.
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APPENDIX B
TRANSFERFUNCTIONS
This appendixpresents the detailed derivation of the transfer function for each
A-OGO servo-loop component. It will be shownthat the system time constant, T
(defined as the time required to attain the 63% point of a unit step input), is 0. 061 second,
and the estimated value of the fastest input ramp rate that can be followed without losing
track is 16.3 degrees/second. A comparison of these theoretically derived values with
the laboratory measured values of 0.1 second for r and 20 degrees/second for the
fastest ramp verifies the validity of the derivations.
Equivalent circuits and the transfer functions for the A-OGO servo-loop components
are shown in Figure B-1. Preliminary values for resistors, capacitors, and resulting
pole and zero locations appear in Table B-I. In the derivations below, approximations
were used that remain true as long as the relationships of the general order of magni-
tudes are not changed. The required impedance relationships that make each of the
approximations valid are stated in the derivations.
Refer to Figure B-1 for schematics of all circuits.
1. Preamplifier
The voltage feedback model below was used for the preamplifier analysis.
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TABLE B-I
NOM1NAL VALUES OF RESISTORS, CAPACITORS,
AND RESULTING POLE AND ZERO LOCATIONS
P re a rap1 ! fie r
R3= 21.5 Kohms
R4 = 31.6 Kohms
R 5 = ")37 ohms
I{1 = =1 RI2 100 K ohms
C 1 = 47 /_1"
C 2 = 47 /_f
Poles = 7.15 and 1000 cps
Zeros = 0.071 cps
Gain at 20 cps = 199
Signal Amplifier (linear circuit only)
R21 = 49 K ohms
R22 = 12.1 K ohms
R23 = 383 K ohms
R24 = 287 K ohms
R25 = 2.15 K ohms
C21 = 47 pf
C22 = 0.0075 t_f
C23 = 12 _f
Poles= 0.069, 6.2, and 75 cps
Zeros = 0, 0.081, and 1750 cps
Gain at 20 cps = 1040
Drive Amplifier
RS= 10.75 K ohms
R B= 24.9 Kohms
R42 = 5,11 K ohms
R43= 51.] Kohms
C41 = 0.33 /,f
C42= 2.3 /_f
Poles= f43<<< 1 cps, 18.5 cps
Zeros = 94.5 cps
Positor
Total Series Input Resistance = 381 ohms
Total Series Input Inductance = 227 mh
Poles = 212 cps
Complex Poles = 24 cps, _ = 0.13
Zeros = None
Gain at dc = 3.3 optical deg/volt
Schmitt-Tri_ger Input
R31 = 34.8 K ohms
R32 = 19.6 K ohms
R33 = 5.96 K ohms
C31= 3.9 btf
Poles = 1.03 cps
Zeros = 0 cps
Gain at 20 eps = 0. 115
where G = series transfer function,
s
Gf = feedback transfer function.
A rough approximation of the de gain can be obtained by modifying the circuit so
that R13 and I{14 are equal and have a value equal to the average of the true values of
I{13 and R14. This simplification can also be used to obtain the approximate location
of the low-frequency feedback pole. The approximate equivalent circuit is shown below.
Rp
_ El2 Rp+ R12
El2 II12 C12 _ eb
Rp 2 R15 ._
m
R13 * R14
Rp = 2 "
The total feedback transfer function is
eb 1 (s T12 + 1)
Gf=-- --_--
El2 Kll (s 1-11 + 1)
R13 4 R14 + 2Rll
where Kll = R13 + R14
Rll Cll
1-11 = Kll
R12 = Rll ,
1"12 = 2R15 Cll
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The approximate equivalent circuit for the forward transfer function is shown
in the following sketch.
Ifi-ooh)_-SJ_7- -- -- --
I
] I!a
R1 1 R13 _2 R15 It12
R = active flake.
a
R = passive flake.
P
I
II a e b
I __ : zi
C12 e b
R14 2 R15
"W
e b
= 1/2 .
e B
Howeve r,
where e B
e
s
e
s
= 1/2
e B
= the voltage generated in the active flake,
= the measured open-circuit output voltage of the bolometer assembly.
Therefore,
e b
G =--=1
S e
s
E12 G K 1 (s + 1)s 1 Tll
e Gf (s + 1)s T12
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A secondpole is addedto the preceding expression to take into consideration the fact
that the amplifier gain is not infinite over infinite bandwidth.
El2 Kll (s rll + 1)
e (s + 1) (s + 1)s T12 V13
The above expression may be a poor approximation below 2 cps because of the
simplifications that were made.
below 2 cps are of little interest.
simplified:
E
12
e
S
Kll Tll
(s T12 + 1)
20
cps
Rll
However, the exact gain and exact pole locations
In the 20-cps region, the above expression can be
2R15 + (1/s C11 )
This is a good approximation with less than 5% error as long as R13 > 40 R15.
2. Signal Amplifier
In the derivation of the linear transfer function, considerable use is made of
the following approximations.
a) If a reactive impedance is in parallel with a resistive impedance and
the ratio of impedance is greater than 10:1, the larger impedance is neglected.
b) If a reactive and a resistive impedance are in series and the impedance
ratio is greater than 10:1, the smaller impedance is approximated by zero.
The transfer-function characteristic that rigorously treats the signal-amplifier
nonlinearity has not been determined. An approximation could be made that would treat
the signal amplifier as a linear circuit followed by a "soft" limiter. However, it has
not been definitely established that such an approximation would yield valid results
in treating nonsinusoidal inputs from multiple horizon gradients. In a case where the
signal-amplifier transfer function is being used to program a computer, it might be
advisable to program the complete ,nonlinear, time-domain response characteristic
into the computer.
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Z
S
The linear circuit will be solved by finding the transfer-function impedances,
and Zf, of the signal amplifier.
Z s
E12---"_/VV_ I_ _ E22
Zf
Z m
S
1 (s C21 R21 + 1)
+ =
s C21 R21 s C21
At zero frequency,
Zf= R24+ R23 .
At frequencies below 0.1 cps,
>>
XC22 R24 ,
and R25 << XC23 .
The equivalent circuit below 0.1 cps for Zf
Virtual Ground
is shown in the sketch below.
R23
R24
jr, C2s
_.-
E22
I 1
E22 (R24 + R23 ) (s _'21 + 1)
R23 R24
_ C23
where _21 = R23 + R24
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At frequencies around 5 cps, the impedance of C23 approaches that of R25, but
the other approximations are still valid. Therefore, the equivalent circuit is as follows.
Virtual Ground
I _R23
_ C23R25
R24
,/VV_
: E22
I (s r22 + I)
E22 (R24 + R23 ) (s T21 + 1) '
where r22 ffi R25 C23
At frequencies around 75 cps,
XC23 << R25 ,
XC22 ~ R24
and >> R22 .
XC22
Therefore the equivalent circuit is as shown below.
Virtual Ground'
l'1I 4
C22
R23 __@-_
R24
R25
B-6
E22
IE22
(s T22 + I) (s T23 + 1)
(R24 + R23 ) (s T21 + 1)
where r23 = R24 C22 .
At frequencies above 1 kc, R22 begins to show its effect and the impedance of
C22 is much less than that of R24° The equivalent circuit appears in the following sketch.
whe re r 24
Virtual Ground
II I R23 C
R25
= E22
1 I 1 (s V22 + i) (s r23 + 1)
Zf E22 R24 + R23 (s T21 + 1) (s T24 + 1) '
= R22 C22. The complete solution follows.
E22 Zf s C21 (R24 + R23) (s r21 + 1) (s v24 + 1)
El2 Z (s + i) (s + I) (s + I)s _25 _'22 1"23
where v2i
ffi R23 R24 C
R23 + R24 23 '
v22 = R25 C23 '
v23 = R24 C22 '
T24 = R22 C22 ,
1"25 = R21 C21
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, Schmitt-Trigger Input
The equivalent circuit for the Schmitt-trigger input is shown below.
E22
e I R31
R33 R32
-= el
m m
E22 E22 s C31
(1/sC31) + R T (s C31 R T + 1)
E32 = I Rp
R T = R31 + Rp
Hence,
E32 s K31
E22 (s 1"31 + 1)
R33 R32
where K31 = C31 (R33 + R32)
T31 = K31 + C31 R31 .
. Drive-Amplifier and Schmitt-Trigger Output
The equivalent circuit for the drive-amplifier and Schmitt-trigger output is
shown in the following sketch.
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I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
L
mmm um_ Jl
2E1 i742 C42
_ Schmitt-Trigger Output Circuit
: E42
The output of the Schmitt-trigger circuit can be replaced by its equivalent.
R S
r Q
The relationships between E and the Schmitt-trigger input are as follows.
S
where E 2 -
u(t) =
t I =
t 2 =
The
E s = E 1
E 1
U(t- tl)+E 2U (t- t2)+-_-
a positive constant voltage = -E 1 ,
unit step function,
a multivalued variable equal to the point in time that the input voltage, V, is
equal to V 1 (where V 1 is positive) and the output is simultaneously positive,
a multivalued variable equal to the point in time that the input voltage is
equal to V 2 (where V 2 is negative) and the output is simultaneously negative.
amplifier, K, and capacitor C42 can be replaced by the transfer function
K
G= 1-KB '
where B = s C42 (amperes/volt) and K has dimensions of volts per ampere. The symbol
K will be replaced by the symbol -RA, representing the transfer-function
impedance in volts per ampere.
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E42 -RA
I.m 1 + s R A C42
The transfer function of I. versus E is easily found to be:
in s
I° in 1
E +
s R41 R43
(I+ sR42 C41 )
I _+s (R42 R41 _43- C411÷ R41 + R43 )
where R41 = B S+ R B . Therefore,
E42
E
S
-R A(s T42+ 1)
(R41 + R43 ) (s T43 + 1) (s T41 + 1)
where v43 = RA C42 '
R41 R43
T41 ffi (R42 + ) C41
R41 ÷ R43
_42 = R42 C41 '
R41 = R S + R B •
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5. Positor Drive Characteristic to ~300 CltS
The input circuit to the Positor and the _eries components are shown in the
following sketch.
E42
ZPI52 1 Lp (37 mh) _ I52 '1
Rp (206 12)
> _-
_R 1 (154 _)
>
}
u
R C (20 _)
L C (190mh)
(227 mh)
Lp + L C = L51
R51 (303 _)
R 1 R 2
R51 = Rp + R C +
R 1 + R 2
I52
E42
R51 (s L5--_l+ 1)
R51
I52 (current) = the input to a spring-mass system.
I52
_ Spring-Mass
System eout
t
s2+2_ o_ s+o_ 2
n n
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2
k_
n
= 2} '+1)(s2+2_ u_ s+ w(s _'51 n n
where k = dc scale factor (optical degrees/volt} _ 3.34
L 0 75 millisecond
751= i-_-= .
1
,. = 212 cps ,
fs1 = '2 17 751
¢c n = 152 radians/second (fn -_ 24 cps}
= loaded damping coefficient-- 0.13
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APPENDIX C
DETAILED COMPUTER-PROGRAMSTATEMENT
PRUGRA_ S_AO_ 0
C
C ********************
C**_******_ [i_PLJT PARAMtTERS ******
C
C
C
C
C
C********** |NPU[ CIRCUIT CONSTANTS ******
ZE(1) EARTH HADIANCE
RAE (1) PROFILE
C********** CIRCUIT CONSTANTS ******
C *********************
C
C
C * _li
C * HI3
C * _i#
C * Cll
C * RIb
C * C31
C * R33
C * R32
C * R31
C * R#2
C * C_I
C * C42
C * RS
C * R_
C * RP
C * RT
C * _C
C * LP
C * LC
C
C
eOLOMETER
C * Tl CONSTANTS
C * A_II PRE AMP
C * TÁ_ CONSTANTS
C * TI3
C * Tll
C * R21 SI_ AMP
C * C21 CONSTANTS
C * VV
C * R2_
C * k25
C * R22
C * C22
C * R2_
C * C2_
C * RZ
C * C2_
C * AK31 SCHMIT[ INPUT
C * T31 CONSTANTS
(COMPUTED)
(COMPUTED)
(COMPUTED)
(COMPUTED)
(COMPUTED)
C-1 •
C * VSI
C * VS?
C * ESI
C * ES/
C * RA
C * _R_L
C * ,R_3
C * T4_
C * T_
C * HSl
C * i'51
C * WN
C * ZETA
C
C
SCHMITT TRIGOER CONSTA_TS
L)_IVE AMP
CONSTANTS
POSITOR
CONSTANTS
SPRING-MASS SYSIEM
CUNSTANIS
C********** INIE_HAT|ON VARIABLES **_***
C
C * L) (2)
C * t)(3)
C * U(_*)
C ¢, U (5)
C * o(h)
C * L)(7)
C * D (,'_)
C * D(_)
C * L)(lO)
C * Dill)
C * 0 (l.,'t)
C * 0(13)
C * O (I_,)
C * D(lb)
C * D(Ib)
C * OIl/)
C******** V(1)
C * V (2)
C * V (3)
C * V (_,)
C * V (5)
C * V (6)
C * V(7)
C * V (_i)
C * V (_)
C * V(Iu)
C * V(ll)
C * V(12)
C * V(13)
C * V (1_,)
C * V(Ib)
C * V(lO)
C * V(I/)
C
C
OT/UT
U(ScI2)/DT
O(ALPHA)/DT
D(CEI2)/DT
D(EPSILON)/UI
II/C22
13/C22
12/C23
I_/C_3
D(B_TA)/DT
D(GAMMA)/OT
U(E_2)IDT
D(Ib2)/DT
D(O_LTA)/DT
D(T_ETA)/DT
I_ETA
Iw/C24
TIM_
S_IZ
ALPHA
CEI_
EPSILON
VOLTAGE ACROSS C22 DUE TO II
VOLIAGE ACROSS C22 DUE IO 13
VOLTAGE ACROSS C23 DUE TO 12
VULIAbE ACROSS _23 DUE [0 I4
BETA
GAMMA
E_2
IbZ
DELTA
T_EIA
INTEGRAL OF TMETA
VOLTAGE ACROSS C24
(COM_UTE9)
(COMPUTED)
(COMPUTED)
(COMPUTED)
(COMPUTED)
(COMPUTED)
PI
P2
P3
P_
C-2
C********e* C_MPUIEI-) AUXiL|ARY VARIABLI:S ******
C
C
C * PHi
C * win
C * F_Z_J
C * C_I
C * Cm2
C * C_3
C * CW(*
C * L,_C_ I.
C * SEI
C * -_E2
C * r..3d
C * iz5
C * AVEL_,
_ALL MA I i_l
t:. Ni)
______ "
CURHENT LOOK AN6LE
INPUT WATTS
SIb-AMP RESPONSE (E22)
CUHRENI It
CUI_HENI 12
CURRENT 13
CUHMENT |4
O(II)/DT
VOLTAG_ SMALL E!
VOLIAOE SMALL L£
RESPONSE OF SC.MITI INPUT
RESPONSE OF SCHMITT TRI_GEH
AVERAGE L()O_ AN_LE
C-3
P_UG_A_4 5EAOI_O
RANGt FwA - LwA*I
UO000 00004
ENI_Y eOINTS
UO000 _EAOGO
ExIF__AL SY_HOLS
UO001 MAIN
gO00_ _BQENTHY
NO DOURLY OtFINEU
Nu UNDEFINEj SYMSOLS
:_ ASSF_HLY ER_UNS
_O r_LLLS
IDENT
_EAOGO
C-4
C4 0
%u
l[
C
Au
C
I01
5UbROtJTINE HAIN
COMMON /I0/ O(_O)tV{_O),Q(20)
COMMON /12/ RETH,MGT_DPHI,VCLOtTHETAC
CUMMON /14/ PHINC_CPHIMgPHIMt_HR
COMMON /Ib/ ZE(IOO),RAE(IOO)tZC(IOO),RAC(]O0)
COMM()N /20/ AKI,lItA_IItTIZtTI3tIII_H_ItC_I_VV,H_,RZStH229
I C22,H23,C23,RZ,C24,AK31,T_I,VSI,VS2,ESI,ES2,HA,R41,H#3,I41,
T_3, I_Z,R519TbltSKbl_WN_ZLTA
COMMON /_2/ PHI_Z,wINgCRIgDCRIt$EI,St2tE32,ES,Kb
COMMON /_3/ E22,CH29CR39CR#
CUMMON /24/ IPLI,OELTAI,NPLOI
COMMON /30/ R22R23,R2#R?5,XD,AE
COMMON /32/ RZR25_YE,YF_Y_YH,YJ,YER2_YFR24_YJHF,YG_
COMMON /j_/ A_O(50),TRN(50),IRNG(IO}
DIMENSION V_AV¢20)
UIMENSI()N HAP(IO)
IYPE REAL LP_LC,N_IKM
E_IERNAL OE_IV
_IH=3,1#lSg_653b/l_O,O
_TO=I_U,O/3,14159_b535
IHL|AC=I).74(OO_
_S=l
I_LT=O
,,, READ HAUIANCE PROFILEb
_RI_T _O
FOHMAT (IHI,_x,13_A-OGO PROGRAM ///}A,2_HEARTH HAOIANC_ PROFILE
IHAP=I
_EAD IOI,(RAPil),I=I,R)
IF(tUF,bO) lO,11
_T_P
CONTINU_
IF{HAP(I)÷RAP(3}) 52_55_52
UO 5_ l=l,M,2
ZE(IRAP)=RAP(1)
_AE(IHAW)=HAP(I+I)
imAH=IRAP÷I
CONTINUL
PRINT IOZ,(HAP(1),I=I,_)
POHHAT (SX,HEIS.6)
_0 TO 50
CO,wIlNUc
• ,, CO_V_HI DE,REdS TO NADIANb
t)U _0 I=I_I_AP
ZE(1)=ZE{I}_DT_
• °, REAd CIRCUIT CONSTANTS
HEAD
_EAD
HEAD
_EAU
READ
REAl)
MEAD
MEAD
HEAD
FOb<MAT
IOI,A_I,TI
IOI,RII,RI3,HI#,NIS,CII,[13
IOI,R21,_22,H23,R24,R25,_Z
101,C21,C22,C23_C2#,VV
IOI_H_I,H32,_33,C31
IOI,RA,RH,_S,R42,R_3,C41,C4_
IOI,RP,RT,HC
IOI,VSI,VS2,CS1,E52
I(JI,LP,LC_S_bI,_,ZETA
(_ElO)
/)
C-5
• .. COHPUTE CIRCUIT PARAMETEW_
A_II=(HI3+HI4÷2.0*_II)/(HI3÷RI4)
Tll=Rll*Cll/A_ll
l12=2.0*Hl5*Cll
AK31=C31*H33*R32/iR33÷R32)
13i=A_31+C31-_31
I42:H42"C41
R41:RS+H_
I41:(R42÷H_I*R43/(R_I÷R43))*C_I
143=RA*C42
RbI=RP+W[+RC
T_I=(LPeLC)/R51
PRINT 75
75 Fi)HMAT (IHI,4X,IIHCIRCUIT CONSTANTS // )
HHliwT _O,A_I,TI
RU FOH_AT (/b_,4H_OI=EI3.6,2Xg_HIOI=EI3.b }
PRII_T _I,RII,RI3_HI4tRIb_CII_AKIIgTII_TI2_TI3
RI FUHMAT (/5X,4NRII=EI3.b,2X,4HHI3=EI3.b92X_HR14=tI3.b_X_
I 4H_I5:EI3.b,2X,4HCII:E13.b /bX,4'IKII:EI3,b,2Xt4HTII:EI3.b,2Xt
? _IL2:EI3.b,2X,_HTI3:EI3,b )
PRII_I HZ_H_L,R2Z_R239R24_RZ59HZ_C_I,CZZ_C23_C24_VV
R_ F()HMAT {/5A,4HR21:EI3.h,2X_4MH22:EI3.b,2X,4HR23:E13.6,2X_4HR2_ =
I EI._,b,2_4HR25=EI3.b,2X,3_RZ:EI3.b /5X,4MC_I:EI3.b,_X9
4_C_2:EI3.b,_,4HC23:EI3.o,_X,4HC_4:EI3.b_2A'_HV=_I3,6 )
WRINT H3_R3[,R32,H33,C31,AK31,T31
H_ FORMAT (/5_4HRJl:E13.6,_X_4MH3_:EI3.b92X_4MR33=tI3.b,ZX_
I 4HC31:EI3,b,2_,4HK31:EI3.b,2X_4Hr31=EI3.b )
FHINT _,HA,RB,RS,R41,R42,R_3,C_I,C_,T419T42,T4J
R_ FUR_AT I/bA,3HRA=E13.6_X,3HR_:EI3.b,2X_3HRS=EI3.b,_X_4HH4I =
1 EI3.o,2_,4HH42=EI3.b,2X,_ffR_3=E13.6 /Sa_4HC_l=El3.b,_X_
2 4_C_2:EI3.6,2X,4MT41:EI3-_,2X,_HI42:EI3.6,2X'4HT43=E13.6 )
_RINI _HP,RT,RC_RSIgTSI
R_ FUHMAT (/5X_3flRP=EI3.6_2X_3HRI=E13.B_X,3HRC:EI3°b,2_WHR51 =
l EI3.b_,4HTSI=EI3.6 )
P_INT _b,V_I,VS2,CSI,ES_
_ FORMAT (/SX,3HVI=_I3.6,2X,3HVX=E13.b,_X_4HESI=EI3.b,2X_
l _HE_=EI3,6 )
P_INT _LP,LC_SK_I,WN_ZETA
_t FOH_AT ¢/5_,3HLP=EI3.6_2X,3HLC:E13,6_X94HK61=EI3°6_X_3HWN =
1 CI3.O,2_,5HZETA=EI3.6 )
• .. COMPUTE COEfFiCIENTS FOR FARIIAL CIRCUIT
R2_H_3:H_+H23
a24_25=_Z_÷_25
_u=iR_2÷RZ4)/R2_-(R24÷_22)/{R_4÷k_5)
XE:-(R?2÷H24)/R24
• .. COMPUIE COEFFICIENTS FOR FULL CIHCUIT
HZR_5=RZ+RZ5
YE=(R_4÷H25)/H_5
YF=R25/(RZ÷R_5)-(H_÷R25)/R25
Yd=-(R_4+R_Z)/R_5
Y_:-(R22÷R2_)/R24
YJ=-R_2/(_Z+R25)÷(R24+_22)/R2b
YEH_4=YE/R24
YFH24:YF/R24
YJ,F=YJ-YH*YF
Y_HE=YCi-YH*YE
C-6
C ... READ INITIAL VALUES
HEAO lO_,{V(1),l:l,17)
105 FUMMAT (dEIO/_EIO/HEIO}
IF{V(I_}} 305_300,305
300 CONTINUE
C ...SET oP INITIAL VALUES FOR 5LOW SEARCH
¢(14):2.U*ZE[A*wN*V(15)
V (13):V(15)/SKOI
V (12) :V ( 13)*RS1
V ( l ! ) :RA*T_2*ES/( [_I*T43" {R_I "R_3) } ÷ (T_l*T_31 *V i 12) / ( 1_I*T43}
3Oh CONTINUE
C ... REAU INIESRATION CONTROL PARAMETERS
HFIAL} IOb,NPLOT,MDLL,NDEL,KSTAHT_STOP,KSFLAG,ES_IART
10b FOHMAI (hIS,El0)
IF(_SFLAu) 310,311,310
_]U _5:_5FLAu _ ES=ESSTART
311CONIINUb
HRiNI IO/,NPLOT,MDEL,NOEL,_START,_SIUP
i0( FORMAT {//5_,IbNOUTPUT INTERVAL: 14,2X,I?HSEARCN STEP:2.0** 13,
I 2X,II_UITHER STEP:2.0** 13,2X,TH_START: 13,ZX,bH_SIOP: 13)
UELIAT:g.O**MDEL
IO_L=I
TCOHR:O.O
C ... INITIALIZE INIEGRATION
CALL 61LL (O.O,I/,V,D,_,DERIV}
PHINT 2Ub,{O(I},I:I,17)
20_ FOHMAT (//5X,SHO(I):SEIS,b /(10X,SEIo,6))
P_INT 206,(V(I)_1=I,17)
_06 FO_AT (//SX,SHV(1):SEIS.6 /(IOX,SEI_.6))
PRINT 20/,PNI,Z,wIN
_01 FOHMAT (/SX,4HPHI:EI3,b,2X,2HL:EI3,b,_X,4HW]N:EIJ°6 )
P_I,_T 20_,CRI,0CRI,SEI,SE2
20- FORe, AT (/SA,3HII:EI3.6,2X,HO(II)/Dr:EI3.b,2X,#mbEI:EI3°b,2X,
l _HSE2:EI3,6 )
PHINT 209,b32,Eb,_S
_()9 FOHMAT (/SX,4HE32=EI3,6,2X,3H_S:EI3,b,2X_3HKS:|_ )
C -,, PRINT INITIAL VALUES
P_INI II0
110 FOHMAT (IMI,SX,22HA-OGU DYNAMIC _ESPUNSE ///IX,
I 5X,_HTIME,SX,3X,HHOLOMETCR,2X,_A,/HPRE-AMP,_X_
A _X,IHSIb-AMP,3X,IX,
2 13H_CHMITT INPUT,IX,14HSCHMIIT OuTPUT,2X,HUHIVE-AMP_2X,
l 2X,iOHLOO_-AN_LE,2X,IX,12HAVE LOOK-ANB /
15X,bX,2HII,bA,6X,2HI_,6X,6X,2HI3,6X,6X,2HI_ }
AN(_LK:(V(Ib)÷THETAC)_RT_
AVELK=ANbL_
P_INT IdO,Vil),V(_),V(_),E22, E32,ES,V(12),ANGL_,AVELK,
I CHI,CR2,CR3,CH4
IPo FU_MAT (/I_,gEI_.6 /IgX,4El_.b)
C ... INIE_RAIE TO NEXT PRINT PUINI
13u DC) 180 ICOU_T=I,NPLOT
CALL 6ILL (DELTAf,17,V,O,_,DEHIV)
60 [0 (i35,1_b,165) IDEL
13b IF(WIN) 13b,13b,l_0
13b _(} 137 I:I,20
131VSAVil)=V(1)
C-7
bO TO l._U
140 [i)l" L:2
I_CYC:O
ut. L l A T :(_ • 0 _'*N|)F_L
O.) 1_,2 1:1,20
V(I)=VbAV(I)
14(_ _(1):0,0
CALL (-;ILL (U,O,17,V,O,QtDERIV)
OSAV=O (It))
14_ Cur_I INuF__
IF (i)(l 5) _t)SAV) 15b, 150,150
|SU t)3AV=(} (Lb)
L_O TO I*_0
L)_AV=L) (15)
ANL_LI_= (V { 15) * THEIAC) _RTD
A VE.LK= (V (Ib) / (V (I )-TCORR) *,'THE(AC) _RTL}
PRiori IdO,V(1)gV(2),V(4),E229 E32,EStv(12),ANOLrk,AVF..LK,
l CRI ,CR2,CR3,CR4
IF (rxCYC-r_5|ART) I_0,160,160
16u lOtL=_
V(16)=O,O
',_(I_) =0,0
{CO_R=V (t)
G'_ I0 I_0
165 CL)NT IN'JI-
IF (i) (I_) _I)SAV) 17b,170,170
170 U_AV=D (15)
C_O TO l_O
17b _CYC=v, CYC*I
i.)_AV-D (15)
A,_L_= (V (15) ÷ IFIE IAC) "RTD
A VELr_ = (V (I b) / (V (I )-TCOHR ) * THETAC) _RTO
I CRI ,CR_,CR3,CH_
IF(_,CYC-_51UP) I_(},_0(},200
I_u C(>t_l 1NtJe..
L,U I0 (130,130,I_5) It)EL
IRb CONIINOE
• ., PH i,wI
A_IbLK= (V (15) *THETAC)_RTL)
AVr_Lt_= ( V (ib) / ( V ( I ) -TCORR) * I_tE I AC) _R ru
PRINT l_O_V (l) ,V (_) ,V (4) ,E22, E32,ES,V (12) _ANGLI_,AVIFLI_
I CRI,CR2,CR3,CR4
GO TO I_0
_00 CONI I NUF_
CALL RECOVEH
ENI}
C-8
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APPENDIX D
NUMERICAL VALUES FOR CIRCUIT CONSTANTS
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APPENDIX E
SPACE-BIAS STUDY
To provide the A-OGO sensor with additional insurance against false tracking,
ATD conducted a tracking-loop space-bias study. Table E-I presents data from
empirical tests of the rejection threshold of a sub-limb gradient of irradiance, A W,
with respect to limb irradiance, W, when a varying dc-offset space bias is applied to
the amplifier that drives the Positor. This offset tends to move the tracking point
toward space. Stable tracking of the first gradient encountered by the FOV is greatly
enhanced by this inherent space bias. Refer to Table E-I. Note that when step 2 is
200°K (minimum earth), a dc offset {space bias} of -0.56 volt moves the A W/W
threshold ratio to 1.75, which is well in excess of the worst-case condition (0.84 at
nadir ). The -0.56 volt space bias displaces the nominal tracking point 0.4-degree
toward space. A nominal 0.2-degree space bias appears to be the best value for the
15-micron region of the earth's atmospheric radiation.
D. Q. Wark, et al., "Calculations of the Earth's Spectral Radiance for Large
Zenith Angles," U.S. Weather Bureau, Meteorological Satellite Laboratory
Report No. 21, October 1963.
E-1
TABLE E-I
DETERMINATION OF DC-OFFSET SPACE-BIAS EFFECT
ON FALSE TRACKING
Step1
(Horizon Gradient
Temperature)
(°K)
203
196
199
2OO
Step 2 A W/W DC-Offset Space Bias Required
(Sub-limb Gradient to Prevent Tracking Step 2
Temperature)
(°K) (volt)
232 0.84 0.00
237 1.34 -0.33
246 1.56 -0.47
253 1.75 -0.56
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